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Without doubt, we will never forget 
this extraordinary year. When the 
new term started in August 2019, 
no one could have predicted how 
things would finish up. Indeed, 
when we closed on the 12th of 
March, no one envisaged that 
students and teachers would 
not return to the Granges Road 
before the Summer. I remember 
speculating that the closure might 
be extended to the Easter holidays 
to gain a couple of extra weeks. 

None of us will ever forget the 
12th of March. I was in Cavan 
attending a meeting of Loreto 
secondary school principals. By 
then, it was widely anticipated 
that a big announcement was 
going to be made. We paused one 
of our meetings to huddle around 
a laptop to watch Leo Varadkar’s 
Taoiseach’s address to the 
nation and when he announced 
the unprecedented decision to 
close all schools the meeting was 
quickly abandoned. Grateful for 
‘hands-free’ technology, much 
of the journey home was spent 
on the phone with plans being 
quickly put in place. By the time I 
reached Kilkenny, the school was 
a hive of excitement with lockers 
being emptied, year assemblies 
taking place while teachers were 
meeting to plan how teaching and 
learning would continue during 
the next two weeks.  Thankfully, 
a very successful and enjoyable 
International Day had just taken 
place and I enjoyed listening to 
the positive reviews.

Before long, the building was 
empty and we all began a new 
phase of distance learning. 
Our teachers did a fantastic 
job adapting their plans and 
incorporating new technologies. 
This required a huge investment 
of time and energy and the school 
community is very grateful for 
their heroic efforts. It was also a 
time when we were very grateful 
for the strides we had made in 
the past number of years with 
regard to embedding technology 
in teaching, most notably our use 
of tablet devices. The one piece of 
technology that was new to us all 
was Zoom. It enabled live lessons 
and year assemblies which helped 
to sustain the vital relationship 
between student and teacher as 
well as the sense of community. 
Despite all of these great efforts, 

as time went on we became more 
and more aware of how much we 
missed the buzz and comradery 
of a normal school day.  We were 
particularly mindful of our sixth 
year students and the anxiety 
around the uncertainty of the 
plan for the Leaving Certificate. 
While it was a relief that common 
sense prevailed in the end and 
the plan to hold the examinations 
in August was abandoned, there 
was also sadness that this great 
group of ladies would miss their 
last two months together.  May is 
always a special month for sixth 
years. Prize-giving, graduation and 
the staff-student soccer match 
are much-loved and emotional 
events at which we can celebrate 
their time in the school. We very 
much look forward to welcoming 
the class of 2020 back to Loreto 
for what will be a very special 
graduation ceremony and in the 
meantime we wish them well as 
the embark on the next stage of 
their lives. We were also very sorry 
for our 3rd Year students who 
missed out on a very important 
milestone in their lives, namely 
the Junior Cycle examinations 
in June. While I doubt that most 
were not overly upset (!), they will 
be nostalgic about the ending of 
their three years with their base 
class groups.

The school year ended with a 
round of lovely end-of-year Zoom 
assemblies that I think were tinged 
with more emotion than normal as 
we were all acutely aware of how 
we missed one-another’s company 
over the past two months. We all 
resolved to look forward to being 
back in school together in the not-
too-distant future.

It is great to see other aspects 
of the school year recorded 
in this magazine. It acts as a 
timely reminder of the fantastic 
year we were having up to the 
time of the closure, with many 
extraordinary achievements and 
enjoyable events.  I want to thank 
Mr McGinley and all who have 
contributed articles and photos 
and have created a very special 
edition that records a unique year. 
Finally I want to wish all members 
of the school community a happy 
and safe summer.

Colm Keher
Principal

It is so hard to believe that another year in Loreto 
is drawing to a close, and for us sixth years, our 
secondary school journey has come to an end. And 
what a journey it’s been! Six years ago,  embarking 
upon the beginning of our Loreto days, I think it’s fair 
to say none of us anticipated the joy, laughter and 
unforgettable memories we would all forge together 
within these walls. Meeting as strangers, and leaving 
as friends we will undoubtedly look back on these 
years with nostalgia and gratitude for the people who 
supported us along the way.

It’s also fair to say none of us could have anticipated the 
interrupted, fractured nature of the year’s completion. 
Despite the unprecedented change in school life, 
I’m proud to say that the Loreto spirit enabled our 
community to deal confidently and successfully with 
the challenges presented by the coronavirus outbreak. 

While the importance of academia goes without 
saying, it is the extracurriculars in school which shape 
the people we become, by encouraging friendships, 
pushing comfort zones, and enriching school life. We 
are so lucky in Loreto with the choice of extra curriculars 
provided for us. There is truly something for everyone, 
be it sport, music, art, drama or debating. We are so 
lucky to be able to share our talents, whatever field in 
which they lie. Some of my best memories of school 
life include our TY musical, the annual pilgrimage to 
Feis Ceoil with the orchestra, and the multitude of trips 
taken with various choirs. My advice would be to give 
everything a go and regardless of a win, lose or draw, 
I guarantee you’ll take away memories to cherish. It 
is with these memories, and the skills we have been 
equipped with throughout the past six years in Loreto 
that enable my classmates and I to look forward with 
confidence to the opportunities and challenges that 
now lie ahead of us as we venture into third level 
education, the workplace, and the wider world. 

Throughout my senior years in the school, I really 
came to appreciate and admire the efforts of the 
staff, who go above and beyond in supporting us. Be 
it the extra hours put in for our benefit, or simply the 
willingness to lend a hand, no matter the problem, I 
speak on behalf of the sixth years when I say every 
effort doesn’t go unnoticed, and we are all incredibly 
grateful for your guidance.

I want to thank you all from the bottom of my heart 
for the opportunity to be your head girl this year. It has 
been a privilege, from start to finish, and I have been 
constantly humbled by your generosity, kindness, and 
willingness to listen to, and support all the ideas and 
endeavours of Sinead, Orla and I, no matter how far-
fetched. 

With the finish line now in sight, I wish to leave you 
with some parting words of advice. Cherish every 
day in school because they will fly by, believe me, 
so surround yourself with those who push you to be 
better, and spend time doing what you love. Be brave, 
don’t settle, and stand up for what you believe in. 
Accept that at times things won’t always go your way 
and look to Mary Ward’s values for guidance.

I wish you all the best throughout your remaining years 
here in loreto, and I hope your future holds peace, love 
and happiness. 

Go n-éirí an t-ádh libh.
Le Grá, Christine.2

Principal’s Message A Message from the Head Girl:
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Awards

LORETO ALUMNI AWARD

We were delighted to welcome past 
pupil Helena Nolan to Loreto Kilkenny 
for our Christmas Awards. Helena is 
Irish Ambassador to Belgium. Helena 
is our first recipient of Loreto Kilkenny 
Alumni Award.

A special ceremony was held in the school in December to acknowledge the excellent 
Leaving and Junior Cert Results of the class of 2019.

Top Leaving Cert Results 2019 
Back Row left to right : Ciara Murphy, Catherine Forristal, 

Kate Millett Johnston. Front row left to right Ella Richardson, 
Eva Nair, Kiri O’Neill, Hannah Murphy, Claire Brennan 

accepting on behalf of daughter Ella Brennan.

 Kiri O’Neill 
Top leaving cert student of the class 2019

Academic Award Top Junior Cert Awards: 
Carmel Maher and Julia Paterson 

Top LCA student Kate Millett Johnson



Parent’s Association

Build A Bank
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2020 has been a challenging year for all of us in so many ways, and unfortunately we had to halt our parent’s 
association meetings in early March. However, we intend to resume our normal activity as soon as the new 
school year commences. We welcome all parents/guardians to attend our informal, friendly meetings, held on 
a monthly basis, to discuss topics regarding school life for our daughters. As a parent’s association we send our 
best wishes to the leaving cert class of 2020, who have had a very anxious and unprecedented end to their six 
years in Loreto Kilkenny. We wish each and every one of them success in their future lives and chosen careers. 
We also would like to express our gratitude to the teachers and management for their hard work and adaptation 
to very new teaching circumstances. Keep well everyone, until we meet again.

Articulation French Breakfast

Ecology Trip Castlecomer

The public speaking competition, ART-iculation, held 
its in-school heats in February where our second year 
students shared their artistic research. Ruby Woods 
achieved first place with her speech on the unspoken 
language in art and music, with specific commentary 
on mental health in art. Fellow second year students, 
Surabhi Gunjur Sathish, Anna Eustace and Medha 
Trehan also competed with incredible speeches on 
their chosen topics. 

The French theatre for schools’ company paid a visit to 
our school this week and entertained our 2nd Year and 
Transition Year groups.

The Build a Bank Challenge is a national competition 
run by AIB which encourages TY students to set up 
a branch of AIB in their school. This year, our bank 
was called “Wish Upon A Bank” and our theme was to 
encourage everyone to achieve their dreams through 
regular saving.  Our team members were Carmel 
Maher, Anna Doheny, Julia Patterson, Ellen Murphy, 
Naomi Trait, Síofra Ní Chasaide, Emma Tobin and Ciara 
Sheppard.  Our two charity partners were the Make a 
Wish Foundation and the Amber Women’s Refuge in 
Kilkenny.  We did a huge amount of fundraising for 
these two charities during the year and we are very 
appreciative of the contributions we received from the 
school community. 

The launch in December where our special guest 
Jackie Tyrrell made a very inspiring speech about 
how he achieved his dreams.  We also developed 
our communication and leadership skills during our 
regular meetings to prepare for the national final.

The national final of the Build a Bank Challenge 
usually takes place in the RDS in Dublin at the end 
of March.  We spent months meticulously preparing 
for this event in order to make sure our speech and 
powerpoint were absolutely perfect.  Unfortunately, 
the event in the RDS had to be cancelled due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic.  Luckily, AIB introduced a new 
format for the event which had never been done 
before, a virtual national final.

We quickly adapted and we were delighted to get the 
opportunity to deliver our presentation to the judges.  
We presented to the judging panel in May.  The next 
day the top 8 teams in Ireland were announced and we 
were absolutely thrilled to be one of them.  A Build a 
Bank team from Kilkenny had never made it to the top 
8 in all 18 years of the competition.  The grand finale 
took place on Friday May 15th.  Here, the top 8 teams 
delivered their presentations again and were asked 
questions by the judges for two minutes afterwards.  
We were delighted with how our presentation went 
on the day!  

On the Friday afternoon, the winners were 
announced.  To come second was like a dream come 
true for all of us!  We could never have anticipated 
that we would be the first group ever to compete in 
a virtual national final, let alone to do so well!  We 
were thrilled to win e3,000 for the school as part of 
our win.  

We could never have achieved what we did without 
the continued support of Ms.Treanor, the school 
management and our two AIB student officers, Ann 
O’Shea and Deirdre Keher and we are extremely 
grateful to them.  We would highly recommend all 
future transition year students to get involved with 
Build a Bank as it was certainly the highlight of our 
TY and we made outstanding memories which will 
stay with us forever.
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Oktoberfest
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Music is food for the soul... this was certainly evident when staff and 
students came together to form a choir as part of Positive Mental 

Health Week. Great fun!

I’d like to thank all the staff and students who contributed photographs and 
articles for this end of year magazine. I honestly had no idea of the scale of the 
work involved and am indebted to my predecessor Ms Olivia Coppinger for 
all her help and advice throughout. Bernie Campion in Modern printers held 
my hand though the process and did a brilliant job stitching it together. There 
is no doubt it will make for interesting reading and hopefully something that 
I hope you will keep and look back on in years to come. Best of luck to our 
Leaving Cert Class of 2020. Out of great difficulties comes growth. You have 
all developed character and a resilience that will serve you well in your future 
endeavors. I hope you all have a great summer.

Paul McGinley (Editor)

EDITOR’S
NOTE

Senior History class on trip to Stormont, Belfast.

Toga Party



Trip to Carlingford
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Music and Choir
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The highlight of the year was the 
school trip to Bratislava to take part 
in the Bratislava Cantat International 
Choral Festival in October. Before 
signing up for the trip, both Ms. 
Maher and Ms. Cantwell warned 
of the extent of hard work, 
determination and long hours 
practicing that would be required to 
enter a foreign choir competition.

When we came back to school in 
August, we had only two months 
until the competition and no practice 
done! We launched ourselves into 
preparation for the competition, 
practicing at lunchtimes, after 
school on Friday’s and even the odd 
Sunday. We were all shocked at how 
fast everything came together with 
our hard work. Typically we would 
be practicing for four or five months 
for the Kilkenny Music Festival but 
we were prepared for Bratislava in 
a short amount of weeks. I believe 
this is because we all thoroughly 
enjoyed singing together and 
creating a sound that we hadn’t 
achieved previously. 

After some sight-seeing around the 
beautiful city of Bratislava it was time 
to perform. That night, the results 
were announced and to our surprise, 
the judges announced that we had 
achieved first place and secured 
the Gold Band in the youth choirs 

category! Everyone was bursting 
with happiness but also in shock 
and amazement. We celebrated 
in the hotel, staying up all night in 
each other’s rooms. We boarded the 
plane to go back to Ireland at 5am 
that night after an unforgettable trip 
to Bratislava. We are all incredibly 
grateful for the experience we were 
granted thanks to Ms. Maher, Ms. 
Cantwell and everyone involved and 
I’m positive that it is a trip that none 
of us will forget!

Wesley Choral Competition and 
Kilkenny Music Festival

On the 6th of March, the 6th Year 
Senior Choir participated in the 
annual Wesley Choral Competition. 
We were the second last choir to 
sing, but we did not let the nerves get 
the better of us. Finally after a tense 
waiting period after the competition, 
the adjudicator announced the 
results. Out of twelve choirs, our 
choir placed second. All of the girls 
were without a doubt thrilled! But 
instead of taking a break after our 
victory, we dove straight back into 
rehearsals as, just five days later, on 
the 11th of March, we took part in 
the Sacred Music Competition in 
the Kilkenny Music Festival. Though 
it was a more familiar competition, 
we were no less 
nervous on the day. 

5th and 6th year choir recording for Lyric FM

Our TY students created some fantastic 
costumes for this year’s Junk Kouture 
competition. All groups were very 
successful in constructing their intricate 
outfits under the guidance of Ms. Hogan 
and Ms. Coffey. Students Aine Doyle, 
Rachel Leahy and Emma Farrel of team 
‘Fragile Fashion’ qualified and competed 
in the regional final in the Helix, Dublin. 
An amazing experience for all involved, 
and a great opportunity for the girls to 
show off their talents. 
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Especially after the choir directly before us sang the 
same song that we were about to sing! However, 
we gave it our all and all of our hard work paid 
off. Even though our competitors were once again 
to an extremely high standard, we won first place. 
Emotions were high as it was our last competition 
together. This year was an extremely successful year 
not only for our choir but for music in Loreto. Even 
though it was cut short, being a member of the 
choir has given all of us countless opportunities and 
memories that we will cherish for years to come.

Gr
Green Schools

The Green schools committee made a very successful 
start to 2019 when they banned plastic bottles. 
Teachers and students came on board and within days 
most were armed with colourful reusable ones!! Water 
was our theme for the year and our slogan   ‘save the 
drip’ can be seen on the corridors and in the bathrooms 
to encourage us all to save water.

Climate Action Week was filled with informative videos, 
talks at assemblies, and pledge signing, along with lots 
more events many of which continued to the end of the 
year.

The highlight of the year was our ‘Laudato Si’ day out. 
The entire committee attended this Trocaire run event. 
Medha Trehan and Ruby Woods (Dail delegates) spoke 
of their Dail experience and got a great reaction from 
the attendees.

Before we finished school we were well on our way 
to building a ‘bug hostel’ a project ably lead by our 
chairperson Aoife Mulhall and we look forward to 
resuming this work when we return to school.

Students from Loreto Kilkenny taking part in the Climate 
Strike today to demand that the Government takes 
action on addressing the problem of climate change.

Medha Trehan and Ruby Woods  were selected to be 
a delegates at RTÉ Youth Assembly on Climate at Dáil 
Éireann on Friday November 15th.



Debating

Model EU Council Debates
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Geography Fieldtrip Young Scientist

Well done to Orla Browne, Ebony Masuku, Eabha Ní Lionaird and Shree 
Rashmika Gnanasekaran who represented the school in the Europe Direct 
Soapbox Competition in Waterford City Hall. Orla Browne, 6th Year, was 
named South-East Regional winner and went on to represent the South-
East when she competed in the national final of the competition. 

Eva Duggan and Emily Duggan who have just 
won 1st place at the @BTYSTE in the intermediate 
biological and ecological sciences!

On the 27th of February 2020, the Loreto Senior Debate Team took 
part in the Model EU Council Debate in Dublin Castle. The team 
was composed of 3 students: Emma Cahill and Louise Cantwell 
from 4th year, and Laura De Brun from 5th year. This year’s topic 
for the debate was on climate change, and whether each member 
state was in favour of increasing the existing target for reducing 
emissions by 30% or 55%.
  
The Loreto girls were representing Greece in the mock debate and 
got the opportunity to meet the Greek Ambassador to Ireland, H.E. 
Ekaterini Simopoulou.

12



St. Vincent de Paul
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1st Year Bulb Planting

Miss 1st Year

Sr. Orla Treacy

Honoured to have Sr Orla Treacy in Kilkenny to share 
her powerful and inspiring story about leading the 
Loreto Mission in Rumbek, South Sudan. Sr Orla 
shows extraordinary courage to advocate for peace, 
justice and human dignity and her fierce dedication 
to female empowerment is truly inspiring.

Young St. Vincent De Paul Club 
The programme focuses on taking part in social action 
within the ethos of Saint Vincent De Paul. The club organises 
various events throughout the year including Games club at 
lunchtimes, St Vincent de Paul day, Fr McGrath homework 
club, Annual Hamper appeal, St Lukes visit, exam survival 
kits and the Good Shepherd Centre Appeal. Thanks to Ms 
Mackey for facilitating and running a fantastic programme. 

Games Club
SVP Hamper Appeal:
Our Hamper Appeal was one of the biggest successes ever, as we filled a total of 120 boxes! 

St. Luke’s Hospital Visit:
During the month of February, we 
decided that we wanted to give 
something back to the people who 
do so much for us in our everyday 
lives. We agreed that St. Luke’s 
Hospital would be a great place to 
visit to show the apprepction that we 
have for all of the hard working staff. 

Our teacher Ms. Mackey was 
fantastic with helping us organise the 
morning. Our class baked dozens of 
delicious cakes, muffins, cookies, 
scones and many different baked 
goods to bring to the hospital that 
morning. We made up small boxes 
and filled them up with many treats! 
On each box we wrote a small thank 
you note for all of the staff to see. Ms. 
Mackey had bought helium balloons 
which we attached to each box to 
brighten them up. We then walked 
over to the hospital where we were 
greeted by some lovely members 
of staff. They kindly offered to bring 
us around the hospital, so we could 
deliver our boxes personally to the 
different wards. The workers were 
all taken aback by our kindness, 
and seeing the smiles on their faces 
made it all worth it!

Unfortunately due to the recent effects 
of Covid-19, our class has been unable to 
continue our Young SVP journey. This has 
hugely saddened us as we have gained so 
much enjoyment from it so far this year! We 
have created so many memories together 
which has made us closer as a class. Without 
the help from our teacher Ms. Mackey, we 
would not have been able to take part in as 
many events and volunteering as we did. 
Throughout this year we have gained so 
much experience and taken part in many 
once in lifetime opportunities. It’s been an 
amazing year that we will never forget. On 
behalf of our class, I would like to sincerely 
thank Debbie, Ms. Mackey, and everyone 
who made our Young SVP journey so special! 

By Kate McCluskey

14
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IT Student Council

International Day

5th year Loreto students attend the AWS Family Tech 
Day in TU Tallaght and they take part in AWS Microbit 
Challenge.

Keith Quille (TU Tallaght),  Zuzanna Charko, Hannah 
Burke, Kati Tylicka, Leah Comerford, Sinead Barry & 
Kate O’Neill.  

Creative Cluster Kilkenny
This was the second year of the Creative Clusters 
initiative. The initiative was set up to encourage schools 
around the country to work together and  to develop 
creative projects and collaborate. 

In Kilkenny, St John’s Senior School, St John’s Junior 
School and Loreto Secondary School decided to 
continue to work together with the help of Shane Egan 
and the Kilkenny Education Centre. This year we stepped 
up to the challenge and with the help of Shane Egan 
we collaborated with John Hanafin of Limerick Institute 
of Technology in Clonmel.  John was instrumental in 
setting up the Creative Coding Challenge 2020 which 
was launched in Loreto Secondary School just before 
Christmas.  

This involved the Loreto students learning Python 
programming language for the first time.  The girls had 
to code a game and submit it to Limerick institute for 
assessment.  

The Loreto students also visited St John’s junior and 
senior schools to work with the primary students and 
have a look at all their work with Scratch.

We would like to acknowledge and give our sincere 
thanks to Shane Egan and the Kilkenny Education 
Centre, Fiona McGrath (Loreto Secondary School), Brian 
Roche and Anna Marie Feeley (St Johns Snr School) and 
Tom Deevy (St John’s Junior School)

6th Year Tech Team 2019
Huge thanks to Siobhan Hennessy, Leah Kenrick,Emma 
Nolan,Kellie McLoughlin,Orla Daly,Orla Browne,Vicky 
Flood,Rebecca Paunescu,Liyana Sebastian and Taseer 
Aslam. 

Bebras Computational Thinking Challenge Finals 2020

Congratulations to 4th years, Eve O’Dwyer and Orla 
Flynn who succeeded in gaining entry to the Bebras 
National Final, which would have taken place in March 
2020 in Maynooth University as part of Tech Week 2020 
but it had to be cancelled due to Covid.  Well done girls 
on reaching the finals.

Student council members Alisha, Margaret, Kara, Hannah and 
Anne-Marie had an early start today as they attended a Loreto 
Student Council training day in Stillorgan. The girls had an 
enjoyable day meeting and sharing ideas with council members 
from other Loreto schools.

Mission Walk
Ms Dunne again organised a very successful Mission Walk this year raising 
€3850 which was distributed between the Loreto Missions in Rumbek and 
to local charities. Among the beneficiaries were Carlow / Kilkenny Home 
Care Team, Irish Guide Dogs for the blind, Epilepsy Ireland, Alone - St 
Canice’s Neighborhood Centre.

On Thursday 12th March the Student Council 
organised an International Day in the school. 
The idea behind the event was to acknowledge 
diversity in our school population, to raise 
awareness and to promote integration and 
to celebrate all nationalities in the school. All 
nations were invited to educate their fellow 
students on the food,customs,costumes,dance 
and culture of their respective countries.
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Christmas Concert

Opening Year Mass

PAL
On the 9th of October 2019 
the PAL (Public Access to Law) 
team travelled to New York to 
participate in the Empire Mock 
Trial World Championship. This 
was the fifth time that Loreto 
Kilkenny was successful in reaching 
the international stage of the 
competition.

Hitting the ground running, on the 
evening of their arrival they were 
invited to one of the world’s most 
prestigious law firms, Skadden, 
Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom on 
Times Square. This was a great way 
for the girls to get an insight into 
American corporate and criminal 
law. It was also wonderful to see 
one of Kilkenny’s own rising to 
such heights as it is the grandson 
of a Kilkenny man who is a named 
partner in this firm. 

Over the course of the competition 
the girls  competed against 
teams from America, Australia, 
South Korea and Canada. They 
performed at the highest standard 
and represented their school and 
country with pride. 

During their trip they also got the 
opportunity to savour the delights 
that New York has to offer. They 
visited The Statue of Liberty, Ellis 
Island, The 911 Memorial and the 
iconic Empire State Building to 
name just a few. The Loreto team 
also experienced Broadway at its 
best when they went to see ‘Frozen’ 
and ended the night by eating pizza 
with Ray, the owner of ‘Ray’s Pizza’ 
in Times Square. 

Many thanks to all involved 
in helping the girls with their 
fundraising efforts. The girls 
experienced the trip of a lifetime 
that they will never forget. The 
teachers who accompanied them 
were Ms. Fitzpatrick, Ms. Kehoe, 
Mr Keher and Ms. McDonnell and 
they all agreed that the girls were a 
pleasure to travel with and a credit 
to their families and school. 

Jersey Day SVP
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Our jersey day raised nearly 

€1,500 for Loreto Rumbek.  

Thanks to all who contributed

Leaving Cert Survival Kits: 

SVP Day

The 6th years loved 
the survival kits and 
thought it a very cute 
idea! They were a huge 
hit, and it definitely 
helped take their 
minds off all of the 
studying for a while! 

Saint Vincent De Paul Day:
This year as part of Young SVP, we decided 
to set up an event within our school to 
spread awareness of Saint Vincent De Paul 
and also spread its values. 
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Friendship Week

Taggy Fogarty / Dancing With The Stars

Forensic Science

Die Deutsche Ecke

Loreto Sleuths 
taking part in the 

Forensics workshop. 
CSI Kilkenny!!

On February 14th a group of 
45 fifth and sixth year German 
students and 5 teachers 
set off on a cultural trip to 
Berlin. They had an action 
packed four days visiting the 
Reichstag, Brandenburg Gate, 
Sachsenhausen Concentration 
camp, the Olympic stadium 
and many other attractions. In 
spite of a very busy itinerary 
the students had time to go 
bowling, visit the TV tower at 
night and sample authentic local 
food like Currywurst, Bratwurst 
and Schnitzel. It was a very 
enjoyable trip and the girls had 
the opportunity to experience 
German history and culture and 
practise their German as well.

On the 8th of October all our 1st 
years celebrated “Oktoberfest” 
and “German Unity Day” 
with a special breakfast. The 

students enjoy this annual event 
organized by our TY students 
to promote cultural awareness. 
During the “Fest” Rebecca 
and Orla even made a special 
appearance in “Dirndl” and 
“Lederhosen”! 

Laura De Bruin in 5th year 
was one of four finalists that 
competed in the International 
German Language Olympics 
2020 on April 25th.  The 
competition was originally to be 
held in UL but due to Covid 19 
was hosted on Zoom. Although 
Laura did not proceed to the 
next stage it was a fantastic 
achievement to participate in 
the final. Well done Laura!

Wir wünschen euch von der 
Deutschen Abteilung  “Alles 
Gute” und “Schöne Ferien“!

In February we welcomed Aidan “Taggy” Fogarty 
and dance partner Emily Barker from the hit show 
Dancing With The Stars.
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2020 Women In Sport Librarians

TY Bake Sale
As part of our Transition Year Religion class, 4C along 
with our teacher Ms. Callahan, organised ways in 
which to promote the 20x20 campaign in our school. 
20×20 is an all-inclusive movement to shift Ireland’s 
cultural perception of women’s sport by 2020 with a 
20% increase in media coverage of women in sport, 
a 20% increase in female participation at all levels of 
sport, a 20% increase in attendance at women’s games 
and events. Firstly each member of the class coloured 
in pictures of famous female athletes that inspired us 
and we created a board in our main hall for everyone 
to see. Alongside the pictures was information about 
that athlete and their incredible achievements. Then 
we realised that many of the students in our school 
accomplish huge sporting achievements that people 
never become aware of. To rectify this we wanted to 
place a box in our school to allow students to write 
up their various achievements in sport. Then our class 
would post a notice on the board, letting people know 
about their great achievement. Before the event we 
prepared a video of staff members saying who their 
most inspirational female is and what they are going 
to support the 20x20 campaign. It was great to see 
who was inspiring the people in our school community. 

On the 6th of March we organised a school event to 
mark international Women’s day and the 20x20 women 
in sport campaign. We had prepared a PowerPoint 
with slides describing what they were. We were very 
lucky on the day to have 4 inspirational students / 
teachers speaking at the event. Ms Walsh spoke about 
her inspirational volunteering work. She spent time 
in building houses in a disadvantaged area, difficult 
and tiring but rewarding work. Rebecca Shannon, a 
5th year student, spoke about her acrobatics career 

and she opened everyone’s eyes on the amount of 
dedication and hard work that is involved in becoming 
a successful acrobat. She trains nearly everyday trying 
to become the best that she possibly can be. She 
reached out to people to never give up on their sports 
as it can be such a huge part of everyone’s lives as 
there are so many positive benefits that come with it 
such as friendships, adventures etc. Next we had Cezy 
Fosca, who spoke out about her medical condition, 
Mucopolysaccharidosi, and how it impacts her life. 
We were all incredibly proud of Cezy as she spoke 
about the obstacles she has to overcome daily. She 
gave an incredible heartwarming speech that touched 
everyone’s heart and made them realise how strong 
some people are. She even got a standing ovation!! 
Lastly we had a video from Mary Fitzgerald, a past 
pupil and Paralympian. Mary couldn’t make it on the 
day due to training for the ParaOlympics but she sent 
us a video talking about her journey so far and her 
successes. She has accomplished so much, won many 
awards and broken numerous records. Her talent is 
unbelievable. During our lunch break we asked all 
students to #showyourstripes and make pledges 
to somehow help and promote women in sport by 
attending more female matches and following more 
female players on social media. We filled a board full 
of pledges, which we displayed in the main hall. It was 
an eye catching piece that many people stopped to 
look at and read the pledges that were made. 

The 20X20 campaigns slogan is “  If she can’t see it 
she can’t be it  “. This sentence will definitely stay with 
everyone after our very successful event 

Lily, Louise, Ava and Ellen. 

‘She believed she could so she did’ - R.S Librarians on a trip to TrinIty with Ms Canny

The Day the World Changed 
 
Is it a dream? 
No, this is for real 
Our world is testing  
Our efforts to heal, 
The damage we cause 
The greed and fear,  
The nations and people 
Won’t see and won’t hear. 
But nature has a way 
To halt our destruction, 
With its powers and greatness, 
We have no protection. 
But some good will surely, 
Help us revive, 
This planet and its people, 
And our will to survive. 
 
  By Anna Walsh 
 Anna Walsh from 1C 
created a time capsule 

in March. She 
included this poem.
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School Tours

Senior French Trip 24th - 28th October
After months of planning,  finally the day arrived and at 2.30 am on the 23rd of October,  a group of 54 Loreto French 
students and five staff members left Kilkenny for “la belle ville de Paris”.  The tone was set from the beginning 
where the shrills of laughter and excitement governed the bus journey to the airport and put paid to any chance 
of us oldies getting a few winks!!  The positivity was evident from the onset and stayed throughout our “sejour” 
. From the get go the girls were fantastic and lapped up every aspect of the busy schedule presented to them.  
Whilst a jam-packed tour, nothing seemed to dampen their spirits (not even the questionable food) and the 
happy smiles  resonated throughout the few days.  Many a class of virtual tours of “les distractions touristiques 
en France” came to life as Paris and the French way of live was uncovered. The famous sites including, the 
Louvre, Montmartre, Versailles and Pigalle to name a few all were met with open mouthed excitement however, 
surprisingly  it was the more simplistic ventures such as the cruise down the River Seine or just hanging in Rue de 
Rivolli  which proved equally if not more popular. Much, I’m sure to every French person’s horror, the highlight 
was undoubtedly Disneyland and staying in a Disney hotel.  Whilst initially I had reservations about staying in the 
Disneyland area for fear of not living the true Parisian experience, this actually proved to be the masterstroke of 
the entire trip. The hotel allowed us all to unwind and even eat properly!!  When I think of the swimming pool I 
break out in a nervous sweat and smile simultaneously!  Thank God I teach girls is all I say. They say Disneyland 
brings out the child in everyone - never a truer word spoken.  The fun we all had - unforgettable and given the 
year and the many disappointments makes this memory even more sweeter. Girls, each and every one of you 
were a pleasure to bring away.  After a fantastic tour in the South of France four years ago I really felt that any 
other tour would never compare!!  Delighted and proud to say I was wrong and hopefully contributed to happy 
memories of your time in Loreto.  Bon voyage in your journey of life -   Merci et au revoir. 

Alison McCarthy
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Ionad Saoirse

Looking back on my six years, I have so many wonderful 
memories with the students and staff in Loreto. Starting my 
journey in September 2014, I was very nervous, but excited 
about my new adventure. I didn’t know what to expect. 
However, with the help of my teachers, and in particular Ms. 
Colleton, I adapted to the big change and made many new 
friends while even managing not to miss the bus.     

My second year marked the beginning of the new unit in 
Room 307. With the outstanding help and support of Ms. 
McDonald, I soon learned lots of new skills and tasks and 
met many new people along the way. I was starstruck at times 
meeting many hurling and camogie stars and along with our 
trips to places such as Jenkinstown Woods, the unit proved to 
be much more than a place to learn, making great memories 
along the way. 

I joined the LCA class in 2017.  Even though I was initially 
disappointed not to join transition year, these two years gave 
me the opportunity to recognise so many new ways to learn 
and use my skills. I got to participate in modules such as Hair 
and Beauty, Childcare, Hotel Catering & Tourism, and even 
Spanish!!  We held many events to raise money for Teac Tom, 
learning how important it is to support local charities.  I really 
enjoyed these two years, getting the experience to work in 
places such as my local creche and Ormonde Veterinary even 
getting the opportunity to serve coffee in the local café ‘Mug-
Shot’.  I learned that my disability would not stop me from 
doing my best and achieving what I wanted to do. 

I was delighted this year, to get the opportunity to take part 
in the Transition Year programme having missed out on it 
previously.  The two highlights for me was definitely our trip to 
Carlingford and our Enterprise Company, where we designed 
key rings.  Many thanks to all the staff and students who 
bought these key-rings.

Ionad Saoirse was my home away from home. Along with the 
wonderful SNA’s, Karen, Sharon and Sheila, and the amazing, 
Ms. McDonald, I have always received endless amount of 
support, friendship and assistance with whatever I needed. 

I am looking forward to the new adventures that lie ahead 
and I certainly have the skills and the knowledge to support 
these thanks to all the people who I have met during my time 
in Loreto. 

Aoife Treacy 

My time in Loreto

My first day in Secondary School was on 25th August, 2014 and I 
have had six wonderful and memorable years at Loreto.  I looked 
forward to going into school every morning and was always excited 
about returning after the holidays to catch up with all my friends 
again.  

During my 6 years there, I have made lifelong friends, with my 
class mates, teachers and SNAs.  I have learned so many valuable 
skills and gained much knowledge.  This is all down to the help, 
encouragement and patience that I got from everyone at Loreto 
especially my wonderful teacher Ms. McDonald.  When Ms. 
McDonald took over the running of the Special Needs Department, 
she did everything in her power to put in place all the resources that 
my friends and I would need to improve our educational experience 
in Loreto.  Without her expertise and guidance I would not have 
achieved the fantastic result in my Leaving Cert Applied exams.   I 
will miss her dearly and wish her the very best in the future as she 
helps many more students with extra needs to achieve their very 
best potential.

There have been so many memorable moments during my 6 years, 
such as the opening of Ionad Saoirse, our 3rd year trip to Rome, My 
work experiences, Creating and Managing a business in Transition 
year, our Carlingford Trip and completing my LCA exams, to 
name just a few. The school party celebrating 150 years of Loreto 
in Kilkenny was also a wonderful experience. The bouncy castles, 
disco and lots of ice cream made it a great day for everyone in 
the school. There were just so many wonderful events, activities 
and learning opportunities during my six years, that I just wouldn’t 
have room to mention them all.  We were always encouraged to take 
part in extra-curricular activities. Sometimes I was nervous about 
trying something new but with the encouragement of my teachers 
and SNA’s I never regretted taking part.  These experiences have 
truly enhanced my time in Secondary School.

I will never forget my years in Loreto and will look back fondly on 
all the good times I had there.  Thank you to everyone who made it 
so special for me. I will miss you all.

Kate Whitely.
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Sports Camogie

All Ireland 7s

Gymnastics Athletics

Rebecca Shannon who  represented Ireland in Israel at 
the Acrobatic Gymnastics European Championships.

Honoured at the National Athletics Awards today, Marita 
Walton (Lifetime Achievement Award) & Sonia O’Sullivan (Hall 
of Fame). Two of Irelands Sporting Legends & ground-breakers 
in Irish Athletics.

March Madness! Double 
All Ireland Winning 

Camogie teams. Well done 
to our Senior Camogie 

and Junior Camogie 
teams. They were both 

crowned All Ireland 
Roinn A Champions once 

again. They defeated 
Presentation Athenry in 
two epic finals. Senior 

final ended Loreto 1-15 
Presentation Athenry 2-10

Leinster Athletics: Loreto 
were crowned “Best Overall 
Girls School” in Leinster. The 
minor team came 4th by 
one point. Sara Kehoe and 
Louisa Gilmore qualified for 
the All-Ireland. 

The Junior team came 3rd - Orlaith Kirwan, Rachel O’Neill, Marie 
O’Keeffe, Ruth Fogarty and Chloe Moloney.The Intermediate 
team came 3rd - Hannah Kehoe, Fiona Dillon, Eleanor Godden, 

Pia O’Grady and Teddy Cousins.The Senior Team came 
2nd - Áine, Kirwan, Annie McEvoy, Hannah O’Keeffe, 
Lucy Coady, Sinéad Gilsenan and Abby Gilsenan.

Captain Ciara O’Keefe 
accepted the cup and player of 

the match Emma ManogueChampions
Delighted to welcome 
county Camogie 
Champions Dicksboro 
to the school. We also 
recognised the Boro 
u16 winning side too. 
Great to catch up with 
and congratulate so 
many past and present 
students from the 
panel.

The Junior team produced pure drama in 
the Junior All-Ireland Final and completed 
a famous double. An injury time goal from 
Caoimhe Keher Murtagh snatched a 4-9 to 2-12 
victory over a crestfallen Pres Athenry. Asha 
McHardy was awarded player of the match and 
Emma Manogue captained the team.

Earlier in the year, Mr Williams also led the 7 a side team to All Ireland glory.

Tiffanie Fitzgerald launches 
another attack

Paul
Do you have a sports 
photo for here?



Badminton

Basketball

Golf
Another great year from our golf team. They won the ILGU MID 
Leinster Senior Schools competition. The team consisted of Jan 
Browne, Eva Duggan and Ruth Ferris.

Sophia O’Shea won best individual nett in the minor competition 
and Millie Molloy won best individual nett in the junior cup comp.

Jan Browne would go to the Darren Clarke Foundation in Portugal 
during midterm, before securing a golf scholarship Stateside 
to study Psychology at South Dakota State University. We wish 
her well and  look forward to seeing many more Loreto golfers 
aspiring to reach the lofty heights Jan has set.
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Swimming

Both the u16’s and u19’s had impressive seasons with many highs and lows along the way.  After a great league, 
winning all their matches, both teams qualified for the South-East final. Unfortunately they came up against a strong 
Mercy Waterford team and missed out on the title by a few points after 2 epic battles. They went on to compete in 
the All Ireland play-offs in both age grades, narrowly missing out on both occasions. Overall the girls had a fantastic 
season and are looking forward to competing again next year. We wish all the best to our 6th year players Anna Fahey 
and Emily Hughes who have had a massive contribution on the court over the years.

Ms Lanigan’s U19 
Badminton qualified for 

the All Ireland finals

Badminton - Another Leinster Title! Well done to Isabelle Gill, 
Lieke Hoban,Ciara Hoban 

and Sarah Manning.

Congrats to U14 Leinster 
Div 3 Badminton 

champions Aine Holohan, 
Emma Dillon, Sheena O 

Keeffe and Katie Brennan.

Although the swimming season was cut 
short, our Swim Team here in Loreto 
made a splash at the Leinster Inter-pro 
Swimming Championship and the Loreto 
All-Ireland Swimming Gala. 

On the 4th of December our reputable 
swim team set off to compete at the 
annual Loreto All-Ireland Gala and once 
again were crowned best overall school. 
There were a total of 20 medals won 
by our swim team.The girls showed 
outstanding teamwork as they claimed 
the Senior relay title and placed 3rd in 
the intermediate relay, as well as winning 
numerous individual titles.

Later in the year a team of 12 girls from 
our Swim team competed at the Leinster 
Senior Inter-Pro Championship. The Senior 
relay team consisting of Lucy Harte, Naomi 
Trait, Maria Godden and Rachel Vaughan 
dominated the Senior category winning 
both the freestyle and Individual medley 
relays. The intermediate team consisting 
of Rachel White, Sophie Kealy, Eleanor 
Godden and Teddy Cousins Bolger also 
raced very well placing 4th in the medley 
relay.  Our junior girls, Laura White, Erin 
Morrissey, Nessa Godden and Caoimhe 
Daly raced brilliantly in their individual 
events and without a doubt they will 
bring a bright future for Swimming here 
in Loreto. Due to the girls outstanding 
performance at these competitions the 
team would have proceeded to the All-
Ireland Championship were they would 
have been defending their All-Ireland for 
the 4th year in a row. 

We would like to give a huge 
congratulations to Naomi Trait and Maria 
Godden who competed Internationally 
this year and did their school and country 
proud.

We would also like to thank our 6th Year 
swimmers consisting of Rachel Vaughan, 
Aine Shields, Aisling Cowley , Lucy Cleere, 
Ana O’Shea and Ellen Keane. These girls 
have represented Loreto in Swimming for 
the past 6 years and have always shown 
team spirit, dedication and have been a 
role model for the younger swimmers in 
the school.

We wish them the very best in their future 
swimming careers.
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Hockey Soccer
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Soccer was enjoying a hugely 
successful year before the 
pandemic put a premature end to 
proceedings. Our U19, 17, 15 
and First Year squads competed 
well in their respective leagues. 
The U 17 team reached the 
Leinster Final and were unfortunate 
to be beaten narrowly by Pres 
Kilkenny who would go on to win 
the All Ireland. The U 15 squad 
enjoyed an epic campaign. 
Defeating Leinster kingpins Pres 
Wexford 4-3 AET in the Leinster 
Quarter Final, they would win the 
semi final in a nail biting penalty 

shootout before ultimately winning 
the Leinster Final easily in Febuary. 
In September our First Year soccer 
team were crowned County 
Kilkenny Futsal champions and 
would go on to represent Kilkenny 
at the Leinster Finals, ending as 
runners up. Our First Year squad 
reached the Leinster Final which 
was then postponed due to 
Covid 19. Despite this we have a 
wonderful array of talent across all 
our squads and we look forward 
to training and playing together 
and pushing for national titles in 
the very near future.

This year proved to have an unusual ending to the hockey 
calendar in Loreto. The school entered 15 hockey teams in the 
South-East League at Senior, Inter, Junior and Minor level. The 
girls enjoyed many wonderful days out on the hockey pitch 
during the year, but with schools forced to close in March, many 
League and Cup fixtures unfortunately could not be fulfilled.
 
However the year was not a total write-off, as our Senior A 
Hockey team had one of their most successful seasons in many 
years. The Senior squad kicked off their year by travelling to 
Loreto Foxrock to compete in the annual Loreto Hockey All 
Ireland tournament. The girls emerged as runners-up on the day, 
after being narrowly beaten by the hosts in the final. 
 
The pinnacle of the hockey year then came in January, with 
the Senior squad set for battle against Kilkenny College in the 
South-East Senior A Cup Final. Loreto put on a sensational team 
performance on the day, winning the game 4-0 and were 
crowned South-East champions for the first time since 2016. 
The Senior hockey team also won the South-East League earlier 
in the season, making it a League and Cup double for the 
squad. The girls will compete in the Kate Russell All Ireland 
tournament in Galway in the new academic year. 
 
Our first and second year hockey players enjoyed some great 
days throughout the year as they took part in tournaments and 
friendly matches and we look forward to many more successful 
sporting days next season.  
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1st Year Champions League Soccer

Brionadh Barragry and Libby Carroll 
savour U 15  Leinster Final win

First Year Squad

Futsal Champions

U 15 Training

U 17 Squad

Ms Farrell enjoys that 
winning feeling!

South East A Senior Champions
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Home Economics Tour to Italy

Trad Group playing at Christmas Fair

Senior Hockey Kate Russell Champions
6th years keeping fit under watchful eye 
of yearhead Ms. Farrell

Sr Treacy Mission Walk

Rotary Club


